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Red light seals the sun
lifting from the water like
a dog raising its head.
It burns away the ash
that drifts over the marsh at night
sends clouds
wisping towards
the top of the
sky,
or nowhere,

I guess.

It burns and burns and burns.
In the grasses that
stir below the window,
little birds feel what sunlight is
and I think
they are happy.
There are many reasons
to sing, though--
new light may be one of them,
death of nighttime
could be
another.

I read somewhere that
the birds have stopped singing.
Or, the birds have stopped
altogether.
We did that
with our cars.
And our refrigerators.
Climate change.

I thought I noticed it, too.
The sound of morning didn’t
percolate with trills
and twitters and snaps
anymore.
It was the sound of
a stoplight turning green;
that is to say
nothing.

But standing by the window
the little clouds raising
and the marsh
gleaming like pennies,
the sun pulling the red dirt of morning
and shaking its roots out
over everything,
I can hear a mourning dove
sigh something
like relief.
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there is the magic hour, the orange tinge 
throwing itself against the face,

I am not a fan of the direct, hanging low and 
heavy set against

a straight lined horizon, I prefer my celestial 
bodies to be distant,

colder, smaller, more frightened of being 
touched.

If you choose to be a fi re-taker, to stare 
directly into the sun

and drink deep, sip straight lava cracking 
and dribbling past your chin

sometimes it is beautiful to burn, to save 
face by destroying it entirely

I love how you grab another's hand without 
hesitation, your choice

to drink the fi re, red all the way down.
send me the ashes, what is left of you
when the sun goes down. 





